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W
hen former Sydneysiders Gary and Judy  
Reidy bought their Mittagong farm in 1997 
with plans to move to the country to breed 
Angus cattle, the property needed a lot of 

work to remediate the land, and the existing house 
had few selling points. “When we bought the place, 
you could drive a tractor into the dam, it was so dry, 
and then we experienced a seven-year drought,” says 
Gary. “But, over time we’ve planted 10,000 trees and 
recent rains have replenished our water supplies.”

“The existing house was a log cabin with very low-
hanging eaves so it was very dark inside, and therefore 
expensive to heat,” says Judy. “You could have been 
living in [suburban] Haberfield from inside. You didn’t 
even know you were in the country, but we wanted to 
be able to look out over the landscape.”

Their new abode, a two-storey, timber-clad farm-
house with extensive glazing, offers views across the 
rolling hills – including down to the now full dam sur-
rounded by recently planted trees at the bottom of the 
rise – from most rooms. But, without the persuasive 
powers of their chosen architect, the Reidys might 
have ended up with a very different outcome. 

“We had seen one of Peter’s houses – the Scamps 
and Goodman family house also near Mittagong – on 
the cover of a magazine,” Judy says, “and a friend who 
knew the owner took me there to have a look at it.” 

Having decided on Peter Stronach as their archi-
tect, the Reidys’ initial brief was to keep the log cabin’s 
bedroom wing, but to rebuild the living and kitchen 
areas. “But,” says Judy, “one morning, we got a phone 
call from Peter to say there was a better solution.” 

“I had already taken Gary and Judy to my house 
at Kangaloon (see Indesign #13), and talked them 
through my 10 principles of sustainable housing  
design,” says Stronach.

“We hadn’t originally thought about a second  
storey,” says Judy. “But, Peter was very persuasive 
with his arguments that it would help our heating and 
energy costs, and seeing his place with the kitchen 
and its void convinced us.”

As a result, the scope of the project changed so that 
the log cabin was carefully dismantled for relocation, 
and the sustainable farmhouse began to take shape. 
The design process was a steep learning curve for the 
couple, who admit they didn’t have much knowledge 

of environmental design concepts when they started, 
but it was a process they embraced wholeheartedly. 
“We didn’t know about reverse construction, two  
storeys, voids or glass-zoned rooms,” says Judy. “But, 
we knew we wanted to build something sustainable.”

The Mittagong Farmhouse differs from Stronach’s 
own house in scale and the choice of materials, but 
the principles that underpin his Kangaloon retreat 
are also in evidence at Mittagong. The Reidys’ house 
is, in fact, the fifth incarnation of what Stronach  
refers to as ‘variations on a theme’ of rural sustainable 
homes – the Goodman Scamps House was the second 
example, and he’s designed two others for clients who 
are yet to build them.

Having learned some valuable lessons from the 
experience of building his own sustainable home – 
completed in 2001, just before the onset of a severe 
drought – Stronach was able to incorporate further 
refinements here.

While the house is connected to mains electric-
ity, like many rural properties it is self-sufficient 
for water, which is reflected in the design. “The roof 
falls to the back, so all the rainwater is collected 

in one location,” Stronach says. “A big mistake I 
made with Kangaloon was not installing enough  
water tank capacity – we had two 12,000 litre tanks 
– so when the drought hit in 2001, we had to truck in  
water to keep the new plants alive. That was a big  
lesson: rural builders will tell you that you can never 
collect too much water. Here, we installed three 
25,000 litre above-ground tanks with a 100,000 litre 
overflow tank below ground.”

To reduce energy consumption, the house features 
passive design initiatives that make the most of the 
prevailing conditions. In the same vein as Stronach’s 
house, which features concrete block walls inter-
nally and Zincalume cladding externally, Mittagong 
Farmhouse boasts reverse construction – in this case,  
recycled Jarrah external cladding that will naturally 
weather to a soft grey, and double-brick walls that are 
painted white internally. 

While Stronach would have preferred to have laid 
terracotta floor tiles to enhance the building’s ther-
mal properties, difficulties sourcing a suitable tile 
meant the clients eventually opted for timber floors 
over the concrete slab.

The L-shaped plan means that most sections are 
only one room deep with windows on two sides –  
facilitating cross ventilation when it’s warm outside – 
and it also provides visual and physical connections to 
the outdoors from most rooms. The main two-storey  
section, comprising living and bedroom spaces, runs 
along an east-west axis to maximise northern expo-
sure, while the single-storey section – which contains 
the farm office, mudroom, laundry and carport – runs 
north-south. 

Expansive windows on the northern façade  
capture winter sun for passive heating, while a series 
of ‘eyebrows and blades’ – externally mounted hori-
zontal steel grates, sliding shutters and fixed vertical 
blades – exclude summer heat. The windows on the 
southern elevation are deliberately smaller and care-
fully placed to provide views from a seated position 
alongside the dining table, or while lying down in bed. 

Going against the current fashion for open-plan 
living, the house is divided into a series of zones using 
solid walls and aluminium-framed glass doors that 
help to maintain a sense of visual connection through-
out the entire downstairs living area. These doors can 
be opened or closed to disperse or contain warmth, 
and according to the number of people present and  
the activities they are undertaking.

Upstairs, the four bedrooms are accessed via a 
wide gallery that is open to the central void above the  
combined kitchen-living space. This helps to circu-
late heat from the double-sided combustion heater 
throughout the upper floor. A second combustion 
heater in the formal lounge is brought into action 

 “ We knew we wanted  
to build something sustainable”  

 

JUDY REIDY

PREVIOUS External blades, 
shutters and steel grates 
exclude the summer heat
LEFT  The ‘glass room’ is 
immersed in the landscape
BELOW RIGHT Bedrooms 
are on the upper level
BOTTOM RIGHT Expansive 
views from the living area

THIS FARMHOUSE BY ARCHITECT PETER STRONACH MAY BE NEW, BUT ITS
ORIGINS GO BACK TO HIS OWN RURAL RETREAT AT NEARBY KANGALOON.
BUILT A DECADE AGO TO EMBODY HIS TEN PRINCIPLES FOR SUSTAINABLE
HOUSING, IT IS NOW SEEN AS AN AUTHORITATIVE PROTOTYPE
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Rachael Bernstone is a Sydney-based freelance writer 
on architecture and design.
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DESIGN ARCHITECT Peter Stronach
PROJECT ARCHITECT Tom Dash
DELIVERY ARCHITECT Tina Tziallas
STRUCTURAL, CIVIL, HYDRAULIC & 
GEOTECHNICAL CONSULTANT  
John Tiernan
LANDSCAPE CONSULTANT  
Catherine Lewis
BUILDER Robert Leso
FOREMAN Roy Woods

TIME TO COMPLETE 18 months
TOTAL FLOOR AREA 450m2
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FURNITURE Eames classic lounge and 
ottoman, 3-seater sofa, lounge chair, 
moulded plywood table, and Walnut stools, 
all from Living Edge. Other furniture 
throughout, existing from clients.

LIGHTING Generally throughout, Erco 
‘Starpoint’ pendants, Kreon ‘Diapason’ 
fittings from dedece, and bunkerlights from 
Crompton Lighting.

FINISHES Flooring is Northern Rivers 
hardwood timber. Exposed structural roof 
beams and external panels are recycled 
Jarrah timber. In Living, ceiling is polished 
Hoop Pine plywood. In Bedrooms, ceilings 
are plasterboard. Generally throughout, 
ceramic tiles from Pazotti, and Artedomus.

FIXED & FITTED Generally throughout, 
joinery cupboards are polished Hoop Pine 
timber veneer. In Bathrooms, WCs and 
basins are from Duravit, and tapware is 
from Grohe.

when there are guests or visitors present: this room 
is where the couple’s grandchildren congregate and 
watch television, while the adults tend to converse in 
the kitchen-living space, or the adjacent ‘glass room’.

Just like at Stronach’s own house, the ‘glass room’ 
is an impressive structure that appears to be an  
almost separate pavilion hovering in the landscape. 
With glazing on three sides, to promote enjoyment 
of the panoramic views, and its greenhouse-type 
warmth, it’s a perfect place for solitary pursuits such 
as reading, or more social activities such as playing 
games and entertaining.

Because the two houses were conceived with dif-
ferent uses in mind – Stronach’s Kangaloon retreat 
is used primarily as a weekender for two people, 
while the Reidys’ Mittagong Farmhouse was always 
intended as a year-round home for the couple with 
room for their extended family to visit – the rooms at  
Mittagong are larger and more numerous than at the 
architect’s home. But, the layout and functionality of 
Mittagong has its antecedents in Kangaloon, where 
Stronach aimed to provide rooms for all seasons and 
for use at different times of day. 

The careful arrangement of these different types of 
spaces means that various zones are simultaneously 
separated and linked – both vertically and laterally 
– thanks to devices such as the open gallery upstairs 
with its steel balustrade; the louvres that act like old-
fashioned fanlights above internal and external doors; 
and the sliding shutter that can be opened to connect 
the master bedroom to the living area below.

When he built his own retreat, Stronach had no 
idea it would become the first in a succession of sus-
tainable dwellings in the Southern Highlands, but a 
series of serendipitous meetings with like-minded 
clients means that his weekend bolt-hole and the 10 
design principles that underpin it are now seen as the 
blueprint for a growing sustainable design movement.

TOP There are three 25,000 
litre above-ground tanks 
installed and a 100,000 litre 
overflow tank below ground
ABOVE The L-shaped plan is 
divided into a main tw0- 
storey space and a north- 
south single storey section


